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In Defense of the Censor:
Literary Autonom y and State A uthority in
Shanghai, 19JO-19J6

Michel Hockx
Introduction

According to the Dutch sociologist of literature Kees van
Rees, whose ideas have inspired this paper, the production of
literature takes place within a “community of interest” consisting，
at minimum, of writers, readers and critics, and, especially in the
modern era, publishers, editors, book sellers, school teachers,
etc.*1 This community is responsible not'only for the material
production of literature (the making of the book, journal or
supplement and its distribution), but also for the symbolic
production of literature— the production of literary value. It is the
latter type of production that usually draws the most attention
from scholars, who, through the institution of academic criticism,
add to the symbolic production of literature by their writings.
However, if literature is to be seriously approached as a crosscultural concept, it seems advisable to pay an equal amount of
attention to the various conditions and institutions of material
This article is based on a paper presented at the 1997 AAS
conference in Chicago/1 would like to thank the discussant, Lydia Liu,
and members of the audience, especially Zhiwei Xiao, for their helpful
suggestions on thart occasion. Special thanks are due to Bonnie
McDougall, who provided elaborate written comments on my
penultimate draft. I would also like to acknowledge the positive
contribution of the anonymous readers. Initial research for this article
was carried out during my appointment at the International Institute for
Asian Studies, Leiden, The Netherlands.
1 For a recent overview of Van Rees’s ideas about literary
production, see Van Rees and Vermunt (1996: 319-23). Van Rees’s
sociological approach to literature has inspired the work of Pierre
Bourdieu, whose first treatment of the literary field (Bourdieu 1983)
appeared in the journal Poetics and was edited by Van Rees.
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production. By combining the study of literary views with the
study of literary institutions within a certain period or over a
certain period of time, a more complete understanding of the
literature of a certain society can be gained (Van Rees and
Vermunt 1996: 322). Since the literary views prevalent in China
in the 1930s have been well studied, my research on the period
is mainly concerned with the relations between agents within the
Chinese literary field. In this article, my specific focus will be on
the relation between writers, publishers #and censors. I shall
argue that the influence of censors on literary production was
not a direct <<reflection,1 of their political authority. Instead, this
influence was a form of mediated or “refraqted” authority, and the
mediating element was the inherent autonomy of the literary field
itself. I shall also suggest that the negative image of Nationalist
censors and censorship that is prevalent in much PRC
scholarship and sometimes repeated in non-PRC scholarship is
a result of strategies applied in the 1930s by the literary
producers themselves. These images do not provide an
accurate representation of the actual power of censorship in this
period. The slightly provocative title of this article should be
understood in this context. I would like to make it clear at the
outset that my “defense” of these particular censors must not be
interpreted as a defense of censorship in general. I would also
like to point out that my conclusions about 1930s Nationalist
censorship will not be reached by means of a comparison to
post-1949 Communist censorship. Such a comparison, although
surely the easiest way to prove my point, would be both
irrelevant and unfair.
Censorship and Literary Production

Under the influence of Foucaultian relativism concerning
the discursive nature of reality, the phenomenon of literary
censorship has been receiving much attention from literature
scholars during the past decade or so. Many scholars influenced
by post-modern theory have tended to adhere to a very broad
notion of censorship, one which includes self-censorship and
phenomena that might also be placed in the category of “taboo.”
In such an approach, censorship becomes an omnipresent
social force that is an inextricable part of literary creation, and
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state censorship is merely an extreme case of a universal
phenomenon. In terms of methodology, this approach tends to
favor the traditional “close reading，
” and attempts to determine
which parts of the text emerged out of the author’s unwillingness
to transgress certain barriers, whether state-imposed, societyimposed or self-imposed.
A more discerning view is presented in Annabel
Patterson's Censorship and Interpretation, a study of early
modern English literature with regard to censorship (Patterson
1984). Patterson asserts that in certain periods or under certain
regimes, state censorship can be a central part of literary
practice，differing from the various “ norm al” restrictions
(restrictions due to social norms) on literary production.
Patterson claims that in English literature, the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries were such a period and that the threat of
censorship led authors to employ, increasingly often, a technique
she calls “functional ambiguity.” This technique was eventually
accepted and recognized by readers and even by the censors
themselves, and exerted a lasting influence on literary language.
In the introduction to his history of literary censorship in
Germany, Dieter Breuer also opposes the relativist approach
and suggests that a workable notion of literary censorship
should only include what he calls the "authoritarian control of
writers" (Breuer 1982: 13-14). Breuer quotes a 1968 study by
Ulla Otto, which sets up a fram ew ork offering various
possibilities for categorizing forms of censorship:
1) distinction based on the time of censorship:
a) censorisig of m anuscripts before publication
(Vorzensur)
b) censorjrip and/or sanctioning after publication and
distribution (Nachzensur)
c) repeated censoring before every new printing
{Rezensur)\2
2) distinction based on the legal system:
a) preventive censorship (an entire genre is forbidden
until one work belonging to it is allowed to be printed)
b) prohibitive censorship (an entire genre is tolerated
until one work belonging to it is banned);
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3) distinction based on the censoring (legislative) power:
a) church censorship
b) state censorship;
4) distinction based on executive power (especially in
wartime):
a) military censorship
b) political censorship;
5) distinction based on measure of formality:
a) formal censorship: censorship laws, official blacklists,
postal censors, etc.
b) informal or structural censorship: censorship upheld
by certain powerful groups in society and carried out
by means other than legal power. (19-20)

郭珠若

魯迅

Though Breuer defines censorship as the authoritarian control of
writers, this categorization of what he calls the "technical
aspects of censorship” only deals with the literary work.
Therefore, I should like to add a sixth distinction, namely that
between person-oriented and work-oriented censorship. This
distinction is relevant to the object of study (1930s China), for it
has been claimed that certain writers (e.g. Guo Moruo or Lu
Xun) were themselves blacklisted. Thus their names could
presumably not appear in print, and they were constantly forced
to invent new pseudonyms.
Problems o f Studying Censorship

In an article on “Censorship and Self-Censorship in
Contemporary Chinese Literature/1 Bonnie McDougall pointed
out that the biggest problem for those wishing to study the
effects of literary censorship is its invisibility. If it is carried out
well, it leaves little trace. Especially if censorship takes place
before publication, one can hardly come to an objective
judgment about the exact amount of text which has been
changed or cut, unless one has access to the original
manuscript or to the censor's report. If neither of these are
available, usually the only source one has is the testimony of
those involved, for instance the writers themselves, whose
judgment may be exaggerated or prejudiced (McDougall 1993).
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This is a problem that I too encountered when doing research for
this article. Other than the various legal documents, especially
the 1930 publishing law and the 1934 censorship regulations for
books and periodicals, the source on literary censorship and
blacklists that is most often quoted or referred to in this context
is a text by Lu Xun, who can hardly be called an impartial
onlooker. A second problem was brought about by more specific
historical circumstances: the Nationalist regime was succeeded
by one that also practiced censorship, so authors seldom had
the opportunity to restore the original content of works that
suffered from censorship in one way or another.21shall therefore
be unable to support my arguments by elaborate comparisons
between censored and uncensored versions of literary
publications.
Finally, as was recently pointed out by Stephen R.
MacKinnon (MacKinnon 1997), the principle of government
censorship in itself was not necessarily unacceptable to modern
Chinese intellectuals. Their primary concern seemed to be with
how censorship was being carried out and by whom. The
following remarks, from a 1937 English-language publication by
Lin Yutang, are telling in this respect:
The worst features of present censorship are its lack of
intelligence, its anarchy, and its over-sensitiveness. A study of
the censorship situation reveals the fact that at least we must
have on the censorship board men who understand their job—
in other words, trairied and professional bureaucrats, who are at
least one degree more bearable than unprofessional
bureaucrats一 that is, people who understand something of the
world situation ar\d the world press, the workings of news
agencies, and above all, what is good for our country. At least, in
the suppression of literature, they should know where Tolstoy
and Maeterlinck stand and have a smattering of knowledge of
modern schools of thought, as librarians should know the system
of book classification. (Lin 1937: 175-76)
2 According to Lee-hsia Hsu Ting, a notable exception is the
1938 Lu Xun quanji, in which some passages that had originally been
censored were underlined (Ting 1974: 87). Ting identifies nine such
passages in this twenty-volume edition of Lu Xun^ collected works. I
have checked these and found only six of them to be demonstrably
related to government censorship.
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In the face of these problems, I thought it advisable to begin by
looking at actual censorship regulations under Nationalist rule.
This will be followed by an investigation into the censorship
situation in Shanghai in the mid-1930s, when，for a short period
of time, literary publications were subject to a separate system of
censorship. I shall finish the article by speculating on the larger
relevance of my findings to the study of literary fields, especially
to Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of “refraction.”
The Nationalist Authorities and Litera^ufe

There can be no doubt that the Nationalist government's
attempts to control literary creation constituted, at least to some
extent, a form of authoritarian control over writers. These
attempts therefore qualify as “literary censorship” in the strict
sense proposed by Breuer. However, they were also the result of
a wish to set up a sound legal system for the registration of
publications and the protection of copyright that would be
comparable to the legal system in Western countries. The 1930
publishing law, which governed the entire publishing industry
including literary publishing, laid down clear definitions of the
concepts “author,” “editor，
” “publisher，
” and “distributor” and
outlined these positions’ various rights and duties. Distributors
were given the responsibility for submitting two copies of each
publication to the M inistry of the Interior. Distributors of
newspapers and journals were further required to apply to the
M inistry in w riting no later than fifteen days before the
publication of the first issue and to state, among other things,
whether or not they intended to publish articles pertaining to
“political events” （
Article VII).3 If the distributor failed to do so, a
fine would be assessed. Publications were not allowed to print
material "aiming to sabotage the Nationalist Party or the Three
People’s Principles; aiming to subvert the national government
or damaging the interests of the Republic of China; aiming to
sabotage public order; violating norms of decency” （
Article XIX).
The author, the distributor, the editor and even the printer of
such publications could be sentenced to more than one year’s
imprisonment or labor camp, or a fine of less than one thousand
3The text of the law is reprinted in Zhang (1957). For an English
translation see Chao (1931: 107-14).
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yuan. This provision constitutes a straightforward example of
post-publication censorship. It was obviously anticipated (or
known from experience) that certain unwanted publications were
going to appear on the market. This is indeed very likely to have
been the case, for there was no pre-publication inspection of
books; for periodicals, the law only stipulated pre-publication
inspection on the basis of a statement of principle, not of actual
content. Upon registration, the distributor would be issued a
number to be printed on the cover of the journal. Most of the
journals in my corpus carry such a number in small print on the
back cover. The fact that the number is the same for every issue
confirms my impression that pre-publication censorship of
periodicals was carried out only once.
If we try to position this law in Otto’s scheme, we might
conclude that the Nationalist censorship system, as laid down in
the 1930 publishing law, is first of all an example of formal
censorship, since it clearly has a legal basis. Furthermore, it
seems to be a mixture of Vorzensur and Nachzensur, the
distinction depends on whether the publication was a book or a
periodical. It seems that the control of periodicals was largely left
to the postal censors: if they spotted a number on the cover of a
magazine, they would have to let it pass. One wonders what
happened to those journals that were distributed before
registration was finalized. I have seen a number of journals
whose covers bear the phrase “we are in the process of
registering.” It is not unlikely that this was a clever way to avoid
being censored, at least temporarily. After all, it should be kept in
mind that this law applied to all publications, not just literary
publications, and thdt it is therefore likely that the publication
permit was sometime^ not ready within the designated period of
fifteen days. The "detailed rules of enforcement" (shixing xize)
added to the law in 1931 made the censorship system even
more complicated and probably less effective. For instance, it
stipulated that distributors of books should send in two copies of
each book prior to distribution but also fill out a form on which a
summary of the book’s contents should be given. One may
speculate that many censors based their judgment on the
summary rather than on the whole text.
The conclusion could be that during the early 1930s,
censorship rules were easy to evade, especially for journal
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editors and distributors.4 However, it was the bookstores (often
attached to publishing houses) that seem to have paid the
penalty for this relative laxness, since they were often the victims
of police raids and were closed down for shorter or longer
periods when they were found to sell forbidden books or journals
that had managed to circumvent pre-publication censorship. In
1934, this situation brought about an incident in Shanghai, which
is recorded in Lu Xun's essay collection Qiejieting zawen
[Random essays from the Qiejie Pavilion] and later reprinted and
annotated in Zhang Jinglu's Zhongguo xiahdai chuban shiliao
[Materials on the history of modern Chinese publishing]. The
incident has to do with an often mentionfed blacklist of literary
works from 1934 and sheds much light on the balance of power
between political, economic, and literary forces, as well as on
the difficulties involved in studying censorship.

A decree by the Nationalist Government censoring certain publications.
國民政府禁毀書刊批示。

Changing the Rules o f Censorship: Shanghai 1934

On 19 February 1934, the Shanghai branch of the
N ationalist Party received an order from its national
headquarters to raid the city's bookstores and confiscate all titles
See also Ting (1974: 86).
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on a blacklist of 149 literary works.5 Of these 149 works, eighty
were original works by Chinese authors, fifty-five were Chinese
translations of foreign literary works, and fourteen were
compilations of work by various authors. As Lu Xun recalls,
quoting at length from the 14 March Shanghai Evening Post and
Mercury (Damei wanbao), the incident caused confusion in the
Shanghai publishing world since the titles on the list included
some works that had been in circulation for years and other
works that had been submitted to and approved by the Shanghai
censors. A hastily formed United Association of Chinese Writers
and Publishers sent a delegation to the Shanghai Party branch,
which consequently notified the Party headquarters and urged
the Party to re-censor the works on the list. In late March or early
April of the same year, this action led to a decision by the Party
center which reversed the verdict on thirty-seven of the works on
the list on the grounds that these works were romance novels or
works from before the (1927) revolution. The re-censoring
further permitted the publication of twenty-two other works on
the list, on the condition that certain changes be made. Of the
remaining ninety works, sixty remained permanently forbidden.
Thirty of those had already been forbidden under the censorship
law but had nevertheless reached the bookstores. The sixty
permanently forbidden works consisted of thirty-eight originals,
seventeen translations and five compilations. The thirty titles that
were only temporarily forbidden (“in view of the serious situation
in the repression of the bandits [jiaofei ] ") are not given by Lu
Xun，nor in Zhang Jjnglu’s notes. From the available information,
however, it seems'that the re-censoring that took place was
unmistakably work-briented and not person-oriented, as some
works by Lu Xun, Guo Moruo and other supposedly blacklisted
writers were taken off the list, while other works remained on it.
There was only one writer for whom almost every work remained
censored, Jiang Guangci, but he had died three years earlier, so
even if this was the only exam ple of “ person-oriented”
censorship, Jiang did not suffer the results.
Lu Xun's account, w ritten that same year, of the

大美晚報

剿匪

蔣光慈

5
A small number of titles on the list were not in themselves
literary but were written or translated by well-known literary figures,
such as Zhengzhi jingjixue pipan [A critique of political economics],
政治經濟學批判
translated by Guo Moruo .
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consequences of this incident is highly opaque and in some
respects misleading. He writes:
In this way, the case of the large number of forbidden books was
more or less concluded and the publishers did not open their
mouths again. However, there remained a difficult problem: the
publishers were bound to continue printing new books and
journals, and therefore there would always be the danger of
being raided, censored, and even shut down. This danger would
first of all harm the interests of the publishers and therefore a
remedy needed to be found. Shortly afterwards, a rumor went
through the publishing world_ really or^ly a very faint rumor.
(Zhang 1957: 197)
«

善後

中央圖書雜誌審
,
查委員會

姚克

Lu Xun then goes on to recount the story of a big meeting,
taking place on "a certain day'1 in the "aftermath" {shanhou) of
the incident and attended by government officials, publishers
and editors. At the meeting, says Lu Xun, "a certain journal
editor" suggested adopting the method of pre-censorship of
manuscripts of journal articles and books. If the authorities were
to check and, if necessary, change m anuscripts before
publication, the authorities could be sure that all that was
published was legal and that publishing houses would no longer
run the risk of financial losses as a result of government
intervention. After a few sneers at the “certain editor,” Lu Xun
concludes by saying that “on a certain day” a new institution was
established in Shanghai: the Central Books and Journals
Censorship Committee (Zhongyang tushu zazhi shencha
weiyuanhui).
Lu Xun's account raises many questions; it seems unlikely
that a journal editor would be most worried about the blacklist
incident in which, after all, no journals were involved. Further
inquiry shows that Lu Xun purposefully misconstrued the
chronology of events. By first describing the 1934 blacklist
incident，then saying that “shortly afterwards” a rumor went
through Shanghai, and finally using the term shanhou, he
suggests that the meeting of officials, publishers and editors took
place after the incident; he is careful not to mention the exact
date. In fact, that meeting took place almost six months before
the incident and is described in detail in a letter Lu Xun wrote to
Yao Ke on 5 November 1933 (Lu Xun 1981: 12. 254-60). In that
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letter，he also mentions the name of the “certain journal editor,”
namely Shi Zhecun, then editor of Xiandai (Les Contemporains),
As Lydia Liu has pointed out (Liu 1995: 220), one must "marvel
at Lu Xun’s foresight” when he writes in this letter that he is sure
this measure will be adopted by the authorities. On the other
hand, one also wonders why half a year later he would want to
mislead his contemporary readers (who, unlike present-day
researchers, had no access to Lu Xun’s correspondence) into
thinking that the meeting was in any way related to the blacklist
incident. One may speculate that Lu Xun's article was part of his
private feud with Shi Zhecun (mentioned in the same letter to
Yao Ke). Lu Xun wanted to portray Shi in a negative light by
making it seem as if Shi had collaborated with the Nationalist
authorities out of cowardice, but he was clever enough not to
name names, since his account was only based on hearsay.
Moreover, one may assume that Lu Xun was perfectly aware of
the power of his rhetoric. For Shi Zhecun, the fact that he was
not named and could therefore not retort without first having to
admit that he was the ''certain editor75must have been even more
difficult to stomach than any straightforward accusation would
have been.
Zhang Jinglu, who included Lu Xun's piece in Zhongguo
xiandai chuban shiliao, published in the PRC in the 1950s,
provided careful notes on the historical context of the
publication, but not for the passage above. Zhang limits himself
to a reference to Lu Xun’s letter to Yao Ke, which was not yet
publicly accessible at the time. In 1933, Zhang Jinglu himself
was manager of thp Xiandai publishing house. It is highly
unlikely that he would not have been present at the meeting
described above. I" s understandable that he would not want to
divulge this information in the 1950s. However, even in Zhang's
1938 autobiographical publication Zai chubanjie ershi nian
[Twenty years in the publishing world], he remains silent about
the entire episode. He does not mention the establishment of the
censorship committee or any other incident involving censorship
during this period, which he refers to as the heyday of the
Xiandai shuju (Zhang 1938: 151).
Given that Lu Xun’s account of the period is tainted by
personal preoccupation and Zhang Jinglu’s annotations are
incomplete, it is difficult to estimate the extent to which agents in
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the literary field were instrumental in refining the Nationalist
censorship rules for literary works. Zhang Jinglu's silence on the
subject, like that of others who were involved (Shi Zhecun, Zhao
Jingshen), suggests that the establishment of the censorship
committee was not simply a repressive governmental measure,
but rather the result of negotiations and interactions. This, in
turn, raises the question of how the physical presence of the
censors on the Shanghai literary scene changed the government
control of writers.
The Impact of the Censorship Committee on the Shanghai
Literary Scene
?
«

項德言

增臬德
張民修
劉1

朱子爽
展鵬天
陳文煦

The Central Books and Journals Censorship Committee,
officially installed on 25 May 1934, was an experimental
institution which operated only in Shanghai and consisted of
seven censors, who were led by Xiang Deyan.6 They were
commissioned to read and, if necessary, edit and change the
manuscripts of every work of literature or social science to be
published in book form or in a periodical. It was the first and only
organ in the country that was specifically involved in literary
censorship. Its l<method of censorship" (see Zhang 1957: 52527) makes clear that the Committee aimed at complete pre
publication censorship. Works meant for publication were to be
sent in in manuscript form and only to be typeset after the
censors had made their changes. The advantage (from the
censors’ point of view) of this system was that the changes were
thus invisible, although Lu Xun complained that the censors'
changes sometimes rendered his sentences non-grammatical or
nonsensical. As in the old system, books or journals that were
approved obtained a registration number, which can be found on
the back cover of most Shanghai journals from 1934 and 1935
and on the colophon page of book publications.
For writers, editors and publishers, there were some
distinct advantages attached to the new censorship system. First
of all, there was the reduced risk that censorship would result in
6
The other six were: Zhu Zishuang (1897-?), Zhang Zeng, Zhan
Pengtian, Liu Minnie, Chen Wenxu, and Wang Xiude. (Cf. Zhang 1957:
146.)
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punishm ent or conviction, for only those works deemed
completely unfit for publication would be forwarded by the
committee to the central authorities. It was well-known what kind
of works were not appreciated: anything that was critical of the
Nationalist government, especially of its policy towards Japan
and anything that purported to be "proletarian literature" (puluo
wenxue). It is highly unlikely that any writer would confront the
censors with anything completely unacceptable. On the other
hand, the censors were apparently reluctant in considering a
work as such. Again, it is Lu Xun who provides the evidence, in
a letter to Zhao Jiabi in which he complains that a piece of his
was still published after the censors had removed as much as
three-fourths of its content (Lu Xun 1981: 12. 618). Even in
cases in which a m anuscript was deemed com pletely
unacceptable for publication, as in the case of Xiao Hong’s
Shengsi chang [The field of life and death],7 this did not always
result in personal danger to or persecution of the author. In
some cases, such works were consequently printed and
distributed on a small scale without going through official
channels. This is how Lu Xun published his collections of essays
during this period (cf. Lu Xun 1981: 12. 620-21).
A second advantage of having a small group assigned to
censor Shanghai’s literary production was the possibility for a
variety of deals. As Lydia Liu has documented in her
investigation into the making of the Zhongguo xin wenxue daxi
[Compendium of Chinese New Literature; 1935] (1995, ch. 8),
so-called ltturncoar writers like Mu Shiying could play a key role
in these deals, arranging for certain publications to be approved
in exchange for one of the censors1 getting his own work
published by the publishing house involved (in this case Zhao
Jiabi's Liangyou Company). As Leo Ou-fan Lee notes, Lu Xun
wrote to Xiao Jun in November 1934 that he considered
Shanghai censorship to be lax compared to that of the rest of
the country (Lee 1978: 178). A lthough Lu Xun was not
specifically referring to literary censorship in that passage (cf. Lu
Xun 1981: 12. 563), it is possible that in other areas of China,
with the 1930 publication law in effect and no special committees
for literary censorship, censors were stricter and networks of
7
(1976:42).
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writers and publishers less influential. It might also be that
censorship outside Shanghai was simply more chaotic and that
the smaller number of regulations and institutions gave more
opportunities to semi-official organizations like the Blue Shirts to
raid bookstores and carry out intimidation and other racketeering
practices.
In another section of his biography of Lu Xun, Lee notes
that after 1933 Lu Xun "had more chances to write for the public
press— albeit under pseudonyms" (Lee 1975: 144). This seems
not to be completely true. Lu Xun did use the name Lu Xun8on a
number of occasions in these years.9 The same is true for
virtually all the known Leftist writers, whose names one comes
across in the large commercial literary journals of the time.
(Though they may not always appear as contributors, at least
they do appear in advertisements for their books.) Using a
pseudonym, however, did significantly increase writers1 safety.
This became apparent during the famous “New Life Incident.”
This incident led to the conviction of the special Shanghai
censorship system's only legal victim, Du Zhongyuan. Du was
not a literary writer but the editor of a politically oriented journal,
the weekly X/nsfte叩 [New life]. In 1935, the journal published an
article mocking the Japanese emperor. Because the issue
carried an inspection number, the censorship committee had
apparently cleared its contents for publication. The Japanese
consul protested and demanded that the persons responsible for
this “lese majesty” （
as the English-language pro，
Japanese
newspapers in Shanghai soon called it) be punished. The
censorship committee, in a shrewd attempt to save its own skin,
convinced Du Zhongyuan that he would only be mildly punished
by the courts if he were to admit that he had published the piece
w ithout the censors’ perm ission. Du conceded and was
sentenced to more than one year and two m onths1
imprisonment.10 The author of the article in question, who had
8 Naturally, Tu Xun" is also a pseudonym, but I assume that
Lee's remark about pseudonyms refers to other pen-names.
9 Exact information on which pseudonym Lu Xun used to sign
which publications during this period can be found in Sun (1982).
10 A full description of the incident, its context and its aftermath
can be found in Coble (1991: 213-21). I am grateful to Rana Mitter for
generously sharing his materials and knowledge on Du Zhongyuan
with me.
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used a pseudonym, escaped punishment, because this person
could not be traced. This detail highlights the fact that the
censorship procedures did not include needing to state the real
name of the author of each contribution to a journal.11 In other
words, even under the new system, censorship continued to be
predominantly work-oriented. Any attempts at person-oriented
censorship could be circumvented by using pseudonyms.
To sum up, it seems that the new censorship system, for
as long as it lasted, did indeed bring about the improvement
hoped for by publishers and editors when they negotiated their
deal with the authorities: as long as the censors did their work
well, nothing that the publishers and editors published in
literature or the social sciences carried any personal risk for
them. At least in Shanghai, this would ensure more or less
unproblem atic distribution of books and journals. What
happened to publications distributed in other areas of China
remains uncertain, for these publications had to pass local
institutions of post-censorship. The “approachability” and (in
some cases) corruption of the censors, their apparent reluctance
to forward censored materials to higher authorities, and their
lack of interest in authors* identities, continued to make authors
the least likely persons to suffer the legal (or physical)
consequences of censorship. Speaking strictly in terms of
material production and strictly confining my argument to the
Shanghai scene, it can be concluded that the establishment of
the censorship committee provided more safety and stability to
literary producers than the previous censorship system did.
Statistics (see table 1) show no significant decrease or increase
in the publication dnd circulation of literary books and journals in
the period 1934-35.
,__-

11
See regulation no. 3 (Zhang 1957: 526). The manuscript sent
in for censorship must be accompanied by a statement including: a)
the title of the manuscript; b) the number of pages and appendices; c)
the name and address of the applicant; and d) the name and address
of the editor. In the case of journal publications, the applicant was more
likely to be a representative of the publishing house or editorial board
than the author. This meant that before publication authors were “safe”
no matter what name they used. They remained llsafeJ, after publication
if they did not have their real name or a known pseudonym appear in
print.
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Table 1: Publication of Literary Books and Journals, 1930-35
(sources: Zhongguo xiandai wenxue qikan mulu huibian (ML), Beijing
Library periodicals catalogue (BL) and Zhongguo xiandai wenxue zong
shumu (ZSM))

吳年畐輝

year

new
periodicals
founded
(Shanghai)

periodicals
periodicals
in circulation in
(Shanghai)
circulation
(China)4

books
published
(China)

1930

11 (ML)
9(BL)

13 (BL)

38 (ML).

463 (ZSM)

1931

13 (ML)
9(BL)

14 (BL)

24 (ML)

362 (ZSM)

1932

7 (ML)
3(BL)

9(BL)

23 (ML)

322 (ZSM)

1933

8 (ML)
14 (BL)

18 (BL)

23 (ML)

503 (ZSM)

1934

8 (ML)
13 (BL)

23 (BL)

27 (ML)

414 (ZSM)

1935

7 (ML)
14 (BL)

23 (BL)

21 (ML)

464 (ZSM)

The impression one gets from these rough statistics12 is
confirmed by a recent article by Wu Fuhui. Wu's statistics
concerning literary journals of the 1930s show that censorship
12
The statistics are only partially reliable because: a) the Mulu
huibian is extremely prejudiced toward underground Shanghai
publications and largely ignores publications in other parts of China
during the 1930s, except for the most famous ones; b) the Zong shumu
includes book publications that were only privately published and
circulated; and c) sources are not 100% in agreement as to what does
and does not constitute a "literary" journal or publication, although
there is certainly a considerable overlap.
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and government repression did not influence the life-span of
journal publications. Wu shows that of the thirty-six large literary
journals of the 1930s, twenty-three folded within one year, but
these included both Leftist journals and pro-government
journals. Similarly, of the thirteen journals that lasted for more
than one year, some, like Wenxue [Literature] and Yiwen
[Translation], were well known for their progressive leanings. Wu
concludes that economic and financial factors played a decisive
role in determining the success or failure of literary journals and
that publishers were willing to risk censorship and banishment of
Leftist publications because there existed a “market” for them
(Wu 1996: 212). If the quantity of material production was thus
little disturbed by censorship, it is important to look at any
changes in symbolic production. First, the position within the
literary field of the censors themselves should be identified.
Censors as Agents within the Literary Field

The censors’ coming to Shanghai does not seem to have
changed the dominant power relations within the literary field of
1930s China. Instead of representing a strong authority and
threatening the literary field from the outside, the censors came
to occupy a position inside the literary field. Their profession was
understood to require some knowledge of literature and some
skill in writing; some of them indeed had (or had had) literary
aspirations.13 Consequently, power relations between them and
other agents within the field were determined, at least to a
certain extent, by the laws of the literary field itself, that is, by
symbolic rather than by political standards. In trying to convert
their political capital into symbolic capital, some censors put
themselves in a vulnerable position ws-a-ws the “recognized”
literary producers. This relationship can be detected in Zhao
Jiabi’s recollection of his dealings with the chief censor Xiang
Deyan. After Zhao had visited Xiang Deyan and learned that his
plan for the Compendium of Chinese New Literature would be
approved if his publishing house agreed to publish Xiang’s short
story collection in the Liangyou Literary Series, he reported back
to his superiors:
13
Zhu Zishuang (pen-name Pulu), especially, wrote essays and
poems, which were later collected and published. See Xu (1991:187).
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The next day, I reported back to the managers and we all had a
good laugh. We had seen through his [Xiang's] little game all
right! But this Xiang Deyan wanted not only profit but also
recognition. How could I include his work in the Liangyou
Literary Series? Later he demanded, through Mu [Shiying], that
we publish his “masterpiece” under the name Jiaoren and the
title Sanbai bashi ge [Three hundred and eighty of them] and
that it need not be included in the series, but it had to be in hard
cover.[… ] The conditions we put forwafd were that there would
be no discussion about including Lu Xun and that [after
submission] the entire manuscript of the Compendium must be
given preferential treatment, without being intentionally fussy.
(Zhao 1984: 177)

Clearly, Zhao and his superiors considered asking for
bribes to be an acceptable mode of behavior for a censor and
even a source of amusement. However, the censor's literary
demands, though backed by his authority and therefore difficult
to refuse completely, were considered unacceptable. Bestowing
on him the symbolic ho门or of being included in the famous
Liangyou series simply could not be discussed, even if it would
mean having to change or postpone the Compendium project.
Xiang Deyan eventually seems to have accepted the inferiority
of his own work and settled for the second best alternative.
Although Xiang's position made it easier for him to obtain
mobility within the field (in this case from the position of “aspiring
author" to that of ''published author11) than it was for agents who
were not backed by government authority, the complete lack of
any symbolic production (reviews, etc.) derived from his
collection of short stories shows that his efforts were largely in
vain.
Even if a censor showed no interest in publishing his14own
work, his double position as both a creator and a destroyer of
literary works could still be criticized by other agents in terms of
symbolic capital. The censor was often seen as someone
involved in literary production who violated autonomous literary
principles. Lu Xun suggested that the censors’ “cutting and
pasting” was so willful because the censors were only filling
quota (Zhang 1957: 198-200). Lin Yutang, in the passage cited
141have seen no references to women censors.
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at the beginning of this paper, seems to complain about the
censors, habitus. Even in Lee-hsia Hsu Ting's 1970s study of
censorship in Republican China, the lack of specific literary
knowledge of the censors is singled out for criticism. In her
summary of pre-war Republican government censorship, she
writes:
Middle school graduates who had no love for literature often
meddled with the manuscripts of good writers, but their
tampering was not openly known until after the disappearance of
the Censorship Commission in 1935. Unacknowledged deletions
or corrections by clumsy censors often marred the originals.
Sometimes half a sentence would be deleted, leaving the other
half meaningless; or censors might insert revisions in bad
Chinese or at variance with the author’s meaning. (Ting 1974:
87)

What is especially striking about this type of criticism is
that both Lin Yutang, from the contemporary perspective, and
Ting, in hindsight, voice their critiques in the context of a general
discussion of the influence of censorship in all areas o f
publishing and journalism. Yet these two critics single out
censorship of literature and the violation of literary texts by
unintelligent, unliterary individuals as the most insidious
example of repression of freedom of speech. Through their
discourse, they confirm the autonomous, symbolic value of
literature. Being involved in literary production, even as a censor,
is considered to require field-specific knowledge, and this
knowledge the censors under discussion are accused of lacking.
As a result, a censor's tampering with a literary text becomes a
symbol of oppression, despite the fact that there was, in
comparison to other fields, little direct oppression taking place
within the literary field. In contrast, the blacklists of books and
journals in the social sciences were many times longer than the
literature blacklists, and the pre-publication censorship of
newspaper articles was much stricter and established much
earlier than that of literature.15
15
According to Lu Xun’s letter to Yao Ke, mentioned above, the
pre-publication censorship system for literature was suggested by Shi
Zhecun with reference to the system of newspaper censorship which
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Literary A utonom y and State A uth o rity

Discourse concerned with the outside infringement on a
presumably autonomous literary practice already played a major
role in reports on the deaths of the so-called l,Five Martyrs of the
League of Left-Wing Writers.” While a total of twenty-three
Communist Party members were betrayed to the Nationalist
authorities by their own leadership and executed in 1931, the
five victims who had been engaged in literary activity were
placed in the spotlight of attention (cf. Hsia?1968: 163-233 and
Wong 1991:100-12). Although their deaths were the direct result
of their presence at a political meeting and were not in any way
related to their authorship, these martyrs are time and again
referred to in discussions about Nationalist censorship in general
and Nationalist censorship of literature in particular.16 This
interpretation emerged almost immediately after their death,
both in League journals and in reports written for Western
publications. The death of the five young writers is described, in
the first and only issue of the journal Qianshao [Outpost] (April
1934), as a blow to ''proletarian revolutionary literature^ rather
than to the “proletarian revolution” in general. A Western
commentator, Malcolm Cowley, presented the argument even
more explicitly:
Twenty-four [sic] Communists were present; five of them [ . . . ]
were writers [. . .]. The oldest of the five was twenty-nine, the
youngest twenty-one. They were, in a sense, the flower of their
generation. [. . .] That was five months ago, but the campaign of
extermination against Chinese writers still continues. (My
emphasis. Originally published in New Republic, July 1931.
Quoted in Hsia 1968: 167-68.)

The (posthumous) position of the martyrs in the literary field,
however, is as ambiguous as that of the censors.
existed at the time. For a more detailed treatment of press censorship,
see Lin (1937) and Ting (1974).
16
See for instance Liu (1995: 226), where it is claimed that the
death of the five martyrs led directly to the establishment of the
Censorship Committee in Shanghai in 1934.
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Just as political authorities* violation of literary texts was
considered by Lin Yutang and others to be more disturbing than
that of any other kind of text, the authorities1violation of literary
persons was given much more attention by commentators than
the simultaneous arrests and executions, for the same reasons,
of eighteen other persons. Both in the discussions about text
censorship and in discussions about the martyrs, a very basic
view of literature as an independent, non-political, culturally
valuable activity seems to underlie the arguments that are made.
According to this view, the symbolic value of literature lies in its
being more than <(ju s f writing and more than Hju s f politics. It has
independent significance and autonomous, symbolic value.
There is of course a strategic aspect to all of this. The
above-mentioned view provided critics of the Nationalist regime
with a powerful argument: the regime is bad because it tampers
with literature. This argum ent could be and was used
strategically by political critics who themselves were certainly not
opposed to censorship and tampering with literature. However,
this is not the point. If such strategic uses of literature occurred,
then its KusersMapparently believed in the symbolic power of
literature and its capacity to challenge or support political causes
in its own way. People like Lin Yutang and probably also Lu Xun,
who was never completely at ease with the idea of a strictly
utilitarian literature, shared, supported, and advocated this belief
because it was in their interest to do so. It was also in the
interest of editors, publishers, critics, people teaching literature
in schools and universities, and, perhaps, in the interest of some
censors. In the 1930s, the Shanghai literary field was not a site
where ideologies or parties clashed in exactly the same way as
they were clashing in the political or military arena. It was the
site of clashes anql "allegiances among agents in possession of
economic, political and symbolic capital, who shared a basic
belief and interest in the value of literature, even if they
disagreed about everything else.
Refraction

The conflict between state authority and literary autonomy
in 1930s China exemplifies the process that Pierre Bourdieu, in
his theory of social field s，calls “re fra ctio n . According to
Bourdieu, sociologists of literature, especially those of Marxist
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persuasion, too easily accept the idea that literary events can be
analyzed as direct “reflections” of larger social forces. Bourdieu
argues that relatively independent fields, such as the modern
literary field, are able to make outside forces undergo changes
once these forces enter the field because these forces are
affected (“refracted”）by the field’s autonomous principle(s),
which function as “prisms■”
In 1930s China, the Nationalist Party’s attempts to
annihilate communism in Chinese society, their so-called
“repression of the bandits,” and the resistance to these activities,
are not simply “reflected” in literary practice but filtered and
refracted by the laws of the literary field itsdf. The “encirclement
文化圍巢！
l and repression of the cultural bandits'1 (vtenhua weijiao), as it
was sometimes called, was time and again frustrated by literary
principles. When 149 books by unwanted authors were outlawed
in 1934, the authorities were told to look at the contents of the
works, rather than at the names of the authors. When pre
censorship was introduced, some censors turned out to be
eager for literary recognition and therefore bribable, yet others
were insensitive, which led to complaints even from those, like
Lin Yutang, who had no overt political interests. Moreover,
authors in possession of much symbolic capital, like Lu Xun,
would be able to make their influence felt and publish their works
through channels other than the official ones.
It must have been painful for literary writers to find out that
their works had been published in abbreviated and/or mutilated
form, especially when the changes were made by a censor who
displayed interest not in the writers1artistic intentions but only in
their (supposed) political intentions. The problem was especially
acute for those writers who did have political intentions and
chose to accomplish the goals of these intentions through
literature because they felt this would add power or poignancy.
This is another example of “refraction,” and it is typical of the
literary views of many of the leftist or left-inclined writers of the
1930s. These views are discussed below.
Leftist Literature, Censorship and Xiao Hong's "Hands"

^

The refraction of politics through literature, the leftist view
of literature, and the problem of censorship all play a prominent
role in the story “Shou” [Hands] by Xiao Hong. “Hands” was first
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published in April 1936 in the first issue of the journal Zuojia
[Writers], a commercially run literary journal published by the
Shanghai Journal Company under the directorship of Zhang
Jinglu.17 The journal was founded after the worst period of
censorship had passed and thrived on the publication of works
by such popular writers as Lu Xun (using that name) and Ba Jin.
Xiao Hong and her then partner Xiao Jun were also regular
contributors.
“Hands” is the story of a working-class girl, Wang Yarning,
who is sent by her father to pursue an education in an elite girls,
school. Despite her zeal, Wang Yarning continually fails to make
much progress in her education. She is soon ostracized by her
classmates, not because of her poor performance in class, but
because of her speech, appearance and habits. Throughout the
story, the focus of attention is on Wang Yaming's hands, which
have a strange black color. For this reason, she is looked down
upon not only by the other girls, who consider her “dirty, but also
by the hypocritical principal, who does not allow her to take part
in morning exercises, for the teacher is afraid that Wang
Yaming’s black hands might attract the attention of foreign
passers-by and blemish the school's good reputation.
The story is recounted by an l-narrator who also studies at
the school and is the only one who sympathizes with Wang
Yarning to any extent. It is also the l-narrator who finds out why
Wang Yaming’s hands are so black. In her longest monologue of
the story, Wang Yarning explains that she comes from a poor
family of dyers. Afteriher mother passed away, she and her
sisters helped her father to dye cloth, in order to eke out a living.
There was only enough money to send one child, Wang Yarning,
to school, and her father was counting on her to return to teach
her sisters. As she tells this story to the l-narrator, Wang Yarning
bursts out in tears; she feels ashamed for not doing well in
school, when her famify is suffering to afford her education.
At the end of the story, Wang Yarning is sent away from
the school. Her performance has been too poor to allow her to
take part in the examinations. Her father comes to fetch her and

作家

巴金

王亞明

17
The founding and development of this very successful
company, which published, distributed and sold hundreds of
periodicals, is discussed at length in Zhang (1938).
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they leave together. The narrator is watching them from upstairs
as they walk away，and leaves the reader with a clear “leftist”
image:
After passing through the gate they headed off into the distance,
in the direction of the hazy morning sun. The snow looked like
shards of broken glass, and the further the distance, the stronger
the reflection grew. I kept looking until the glare from the snowy
landscape hurt my eyes.18
1 、
i

%

It is easy to visualize this scene of two people immersed in the
color red. The message of the story is obvious: the attempts of
the working class to improve its status within the existing social
system, for instance through education, are doomed to fail, and
only a socialist revolution can bring about real change.
There is much to say about the way in which the author
delivers her message in this story in terms of style, description,
and especially the ambiguous role of the narrator. In the present
context, however, what is especially worth noting about the story
is that Wang Yaming’s first inkling of awareness of the fact that
her family's plight is caused by class conflict occurs only after
she has read a work of literature. The first time she discusses
literature with the narrator, Wang Yarning asks whether or not
the narrator has read The Romance of the Three Kingdoms. She
then asks the narrator to lend her a book to read during the
holidays; the narrator hands her a copy of the Chinese
translation of Upton Sinclair's The Jungle, Wang Yarning is
deeply moved by this novel, especially by the part where the
character Marija collapses in the snow. It is this reading
experience that causes Wang Yarning to enter on the long
monologue mentioned above, which starts out as follows:
“Marija is a very real person to me. You don’t think she died after
she collapsed in the snow, do you? She couldn’t have died.
Could she? The doctor knew she didn't have any money,
though, so he wouldn't treat h e r .......... haw haw.1' Her high18
Translation by Howard Goldblatt, quoted from Lau, Hsia and
Lee (1981: 464). The story is also translated in Xiao Hong (1982) and
Lau and Goldblatt (1996).
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pitched laugh brought tears to her eyes. *1 went for a doctor once
myself, when my mother was sick, but do you think he would
come? First he wanted travel money, but I told him all our money
was at home. I begged him to come with me then, because she
was in a bad way. Do you think he would agree to come with
me? He just stood there in the courtyard and asked me: 'What
does your family do? You're dyers, aren't you? I don't know why,
but as soon as I told him we were dyers he turned and walked
back inside.’” （463)

Even though she “doesn’t know why,” in this passage, Wang
Yarning, by comparing her own fate to that of a character from a
novel, has grasped a simple truth, essential to class analysis:
the doctor would not treat her because he knew she had no
money. None of the things that happened to her in the school
before, no matter how clearly she was being teased and
ostracized, caused such a strong reaction in her. Only literature
was able to do this, and it did this in its own special way, not just
by presenting the message or teaching the lesson, but by
moving the reader to awareness. This, I would argue, represents
the basic view of literature of many of the leftist or left-inclined
writers: by filtering a social or political message through literary
language, narration and imagery, readers might respond to this
message more strongly than they would if it were presented in a
different manner.
These high expectations about the power of literature were
certainly not completely unfounded. Xiao Hong was probably
aware of the fact that the publication of Upton Sinclair's novel
The Jungle, an llexp6se of the Chicago meat-packing industry"
(Hart 1948: 382), in 1906 led to a government investigation and
to actual improvemecit in the working conditions of the Chicago
meatpackers. In the China of the 1930s, however, Guo Moruo's
1929 translation of The Jungle (Chinese title: Tuchang) had
been banned since 1934. The title appears on the list of 149
forbidden works as well as on the list of works that remained
banned after the re-censoring. The official reason for the ban
was that the book belonged to a category of books which
“propagate proletarian litera ture，incite class struggle or
undermine Party and state authorities.”
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Contemporary readers of Xiao Hong’s story were probably
aware of the fact that Sinclair’s novel was forbidden literature in
their country. If those readers also had some knowledge of the
content and context of Sinclair’s novel, this may have added an
extra dimension to their reading. It may have alerted them to the
fact that Xiao Hong was writing under censorship conditions that
made it impossible for her to present her message more directly.
Sinclair was able to be very direct in his#novel by making his
main protagonist, Jurgis Radkus, convert to socialism in the end
and by directing his social criticism at one specific capitalist
institution, the meat-packing industry in Chicago. Although the
message of “Hands” is just as clear，thie object of its social
criticism is much more general, and no solutions are offered.
The story achieves its political effect by literary means: the
intertextual reference to The Jungle, Wang Yaming's emotional
response to it, and the concluding “red” image. The “reflection”
of the morning sun in the snow is, on a different level, a
“refraction” of ideology through imagery. Whether the author
wanted to write like this or whether censorship forced her to do
so is a question that must remain unanswered.
Conclusion

Difficult as it may be to imagine a repressive regime that
does not strongly repress or harm literature, this appears to
have been the case under Nationalist rule. Compared to
censorship and repression in other areas, Nationalist censorship
of literature was characterized by a certain amount of respect for
the laws of the literary field, especially in the power relationships
between literary producers and literary censors within the literary
field. All through the 1930s, the Chinese literary field remained
strongly independent. Literary views, also those of politically
inspired writers, maintained the belief that literature possessed a
politically neutral element which contained symbolic value and
ought not be violated for political reasons. As long as
representatives of political power did not establish themselves in
a more powerful position within the field, in which case they
could have effectively told literary writers what to write and how
to w rite it, and as long as political power could not be
automatically converted into cultural power or vice versa, literary
production was not significantly restricted by censors or by
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leftists. For political reasons, those violations that did take place
have been exaggerated, especially after 1949, in order to
strengthen a more general, that is, not specifically literary,
antipathy against the Nationalist government. The following
statement from Tang Tao’s textbook history of modern literature
is a typical example:
The Nationalist reactionary government also banned works of
revolutionary literature, destroyed progressive literary
institutions, etc. In February 1934 alone, almost 150 literary
works were banned. The works that were confiscated and
altered by the Nationalist censorship institutions were even more
numerous. . . . During the entire period of the second domestic
revolutionary war, the situation was what Lu Xun pointed it out to
be at the time: l,The revolutionary literature of the proletarian
class and the revolutionary toili门g masses are suffering from the
same kind of repression and murdering, they are fighting the
same battle, sharing the same fate.
（
Tang 1982: 2. 15)

Such exaggerations and inaccuracies sometimes find their way
into the work of Western scholars, as in the following remarks
by Frederic Wakeman:
Attacks on movies formed, of course, part of a larger effort of
censorship that deeply affected the cultural life of Shanghai's
Chinese residents, who constituted a newspaper-reading
population of about 300,000 people. In February 1934 the
Guomindang banned 149 books in Shanghai and forbade the
circulation of 76 magazines including The Dipper and Literature
Monthly. Dunhg that year there were 2,709 Public Security
Bureau cases forbidding “reactionary works” and more than 25
bookstores were threatened with closure because they sold the
works of Lu Xun, Guo Moruo, Mao Dun and Ba Jin. In June
1934, just after the New Life Movement began to wind down, a
law made it compulsory for publishers to submit all manuscripts
for books and magazines to a special committee for inspection
before they could be printed. (Wakeman 1995: 239-40)

Like Tang, Wakeman lumps all incidents involving censorship
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together around the date February 1934, which is especially
conspicuous in this case, for The Dipper and Literature Monthly
actually folded in 1932. Like Lin Yutang, he describes
censorship as a “ blow” to the entire newspaper-reading
population, but he reverts to literature (in this case the names of
literary journals and writers) for his specific examples. The
resulting image is one of extreme cultural repression.
As I have shown, statements like this stem from values
and strategies of the literary field of the ^1930s and can be
related to the autonomous view of literature prevalent at the
time. If critics seem to agree nowadays thiat the period 19301936 was more productive and lively and,, in terms of literary
output, qualitatively better than the preceding decade, then all
agents and actions within the literary field, including censors,
censorship and those com plaining about and resisting
censorship, had their share in bringing that about. As long as
one is aware of the existence of social fields and of the
possibility of refraction, one can give credit where it is due
without having to change one's judgment on the Nationalists,
their ideology, or their overall policy. If, however, one insists on
seeing Nationalist rule as equally repressive in all fields, then
one will have difficulty explaining the flourishing of modern
Chinese literature during the 1930s.
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